TEAM FEATURE

SIN ARMY

We Asked Ben, Sales Director of Paintballers World Proshop What
SIN Army Is All About And What Can We Expect From SIN Army In 2016.

Q. SIN Army has been making

rounds recently in the Asia circuit, can
you tell us more about this team. What
does SIN Army represents?

A.

SIN Army is a Paintballers World
Pro Shop (www.paintballersworld.
com) community initiative to gather
like-minded paintball sport enthusiasts
from Singapore to compete together
regardless of their respective teams.
SIN Army in short for Singapore Army
follows the concept of forming project
makeshift team to compete in paintball
tournaments. Following the French
Legionnaires where individuals from
different nationalities are called upon
to fight for France, the SIN Army is a
representation to oppose the odds of
not being able to compete with their
own teams. Our aim for SIN Army is to
gather players to represent Singapore in
events across all Divisions.

Q.

So does it mean that if I am from
US and I can represent SIN Army?

A.

Yes, SIN Army welcomes
players from across the world and all
nationalities. So far, we have players
representing SIN Army from Indonesia,
Malaysia, USA, UK, Australia.

Q. What’s the catch? Surely there

must be a deal to this?

A.

There is no catch actually. As per
all sponsored paintball teams, players
representing SIN Army will be required
to agree to terms of representation
for the events. Terms are as simple as
helping to promote the team via social
media platform before, during and
after the event. We will also require the
team to come together to practice once
before the event.

www.paintballersworld.com
SIN Army a Paintballers World
Pro Shop community initiative.
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Q. This is a totally new concept and

we have never heard of this at all. What
are the determining factors in forming
this team?

A.

The SIN Army concept is new and
not seen anywhere else, the team has
participated in 3 events into 2016 and
counting. As long as there are players
which can be recruited, there will be
SIN Army.

Q. If you can name a star player of

Q. The team managed to clinch a

continuous podium finish in Division
2 of Thailand Paintball Official Circuit
and Malaysia Paintball Official Circuit
recently. What does it mean for the
team? Will we see this as a trend?

A.

For TPOC and MPOC, we
managed to recruit experienced
players into the team. Results will vary
according to the experience of the
roster. Certainly, we hope to get as
many podium finish as possible but
coming together to participate events as
a project team, all players are happy
just to be shooting paintballs!

the team who will it be?

A.

We do not have an official team so
you can say that the team is as strong
as the players recruited for that specific
event. Everyone is star in the team.

Q.

We noticed that since formation,
the team members are wearing jerseys
of their respective teams. Will the SIN
Army eventually have their own jersey?

have their own customized jersey
made if they wish too. Since the team
will always be around, it would make
sense to purchase a jersey and wear to
represent whenever available to play.
Jerseys will be provided for the players
when they represent the team and only
to be returned and WASHED after each
event.

Q.

What can we expect from SIN
Army in 2016?

A.

Since this is the first year that SIN
Army is in existence, we are taking it
easy and participating in events as we
moved along. We should be expecting
the team to participate in most major
events across Asia. 10 – 15 event in a
year is our estimated figure.

Q.

Any last words to participants of
the SPS?

A.

SIN Army will always be the
underdog in all events.

A.

Yes, we will have a team jersey.
The team is sponsored by TANKED so
we will be donning TANKED jersey.
Players playing for SIN Army can

Like Us On Facebook
www.facebook.com/sinarmy
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